
 

THE LOCATION “PINPOINT” & GENERAL ICON IDEA  
 
 
 

Four Main Parts of the ‘Location Pin’ Landmark 
(more details below) 

 
● WIFI RING 
● EXTERIOR 
● INTERIOR LAYER 
● ROOFTOP 

 
-the outer areas (including exterior layer, wifi ring, and 
hopefully even the surrounding park) will be just as great 
as the interior area but with a different feel and “vibe” to 
every area of the landmark. 
 
-The dot in the middle of the location pin will be visible 
from outside without much exposure to the “interior” 
(indoor) area activities. The exterior will still be more 
visible from the outside view 
 
-Can be any color, but preferably red? But may or may 
not change color on special occasions. Christmas 
(Green and red), Halloween (Orange and black), Niners 
football game (Red, black & gold) 

 
 
 

       CEILING/ROOFTOP 
 

-Ceiling can be a shape of a 
dome to complete the roof. 
May be able to light up and 
have illuminations on the 
interior part for special 
occasions without disturbing 
the environment. 
 

Rooftop amenities 
● Will have robots or 

artificial intelligence on the 
rooftop that interact with 
people 

● Exotic plants( palm 
trees, bamboo, apricot trees, 
fruit trees, aloe plants, 
papyrus, etc) 

● Huge telescopes for 
city and regional views 

● Side decks for city 
and regional views 

● Huge telescopes for 
astronomical views 

● Fancy patios and 
seats 

● Water fountains? 
● Pools? 
● Entertainment 

venue? 

 
 
 

^^ Concepts of dome ceilings, beautiful rooftop amenities with exotic 
plants, robotics/artificial intelligence. 

 



 

WIFI RING  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

● Will have 3 ‘sections’. And 
each ‘section’ will have three “blocks”, 
which represent the wifi symbol. 

 
● Each block will have a 

sensing or engaging illumination 
detectors including (these are options, 

not officially designated)  
1. Weather 

illumination block that detect or sense 
weather patterns (rain, fog, sunshine, 
wind, etc) 

2. Social media block 
where people can engage on platforms 
or engage in recent newsfeed (such as 
what you see on snapchat) 

3. Sound block 
illumination (which can be something 
cool to observe and distract people 
from the loud plane noises) 

4. Game block? 
5. Other cool 

illumination detectors or digital 
entertainment I can come up with. 

6. Touch screens 

INTERIOR (INDOOR) 
 
The interior may or may not have mini “sections” for certain amenities. 
(note: this is only an option) 
-mini museum sections (emoji section)  
-social gatherings sections 
-Inspiration section  
-exotic indoor plants or gardens sections 
-geographical sections 
-international wall (where are you from pinning wall) 
-phone and laptop chargers 
-Profile picture wall section. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
EXTERIOR LAYER 

 
 

a. Will have many beautiful designs including (optional ideas for 
exterior designs)........ 

2. Vietnamese style art designs/patterns and illuminations 
3. Italian style art designs/patterns and illuminations 

4. Indian style style art designs/patterns and illuminations 
5. Spanish style art designs/patterns and illuminations 
6. Mexican style art designs/patterns  and illuminations  

7. Other international style art designs/patterns (Note: a lot of these 
international designs are designated to the unique and diverse racial demographics, 
culture, heritage, history, and population that can be found in San Jose and Silicon 

Valley. 
8. Semiconductor style art illumination (this represents a beautiful and historic 

design closely and historically connected to Silicon Valley 
9. Apricot tree or fruit art patterns and designs  

10. Exterior designs will be very detailed and visibility beautiful but the “dot” in the 
location pin design will still be visible from the outside 

11. Patterns will be subtle from afar but detailed from up close. 

 



  


